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About This Game

When you're running on battery, make every second count!

Assault Android Cactus+ is an arcade style twin stick shooter set in a vivid sci fi universe. Junior Constable Cactus is outside her
pay grade when she responds to a distress call and ends up stranded on a crippled space freighter under attack by its own robot

workers.

Utilising a draining battery mechanic in place of lives, Assault Android Cactus challenges you to think fast and keep the bullets
flying, blending the gameplay of western styled arena shooters with aspects of Japanese style bullet hell as you charge head first

through transforming stages, massive boss battles and an eclectic cast of characters on the way to saving the day.

Key Features

9 playable androids, each with a distinct play style and personality

25 stage campaign spread across five areas of the ship, face down giant bosses, earn characters and uncover the story of
the Genki Star

An all new Campaign+ mode with remixed stages for a fresh challenge

Dive into the Infinity Drive to test your skill and endurance or challenge the Daily Drive to pit your wits against the
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community

Supports keyboard or joypad and 1 to 4 players with local co-op

Unlock game modifying EX options, Codex entries, artwork and more for wrecking robots
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Title: Assault Android Cactus+
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Witch Beam
Publisher:
Witch Beam
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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assault android cactus chain reaction. assault android cactus how to get credits. assault android cactus medulla walkthrough.
assault android cactus nothing but net achievement. assault android cactus hltb. assault android cactus wiki. assault android
cactus gamefaqs. assault android cactus untouchable. assault android cactus coop. assault android cactus credits. assault android
cactus review. assault android cactus ps vita. assault android cactus androids. assault android cactus key. assault android cactus
achievement guide and roadmap. assault android cactus download free. assault android cactus price. assault android cactus imdb.
assault android cactus damage. assault android cactus nebula. assault android cactus ps4 trophy guide

OKAY, to start this off. This has been a journey. There are some bugs, but they are not TOO gamebreaking.. If you play it off
line, you have to wait for your scores\/achievements to show. Good FUN GAME. Spent probably 200 OR MORE hours on it
lol. ugly and clunky. nice concept but the overall exicution is poor. Easy, Moderate and WOW! A great way to pass the time
when you have free time to kill! Make sure ya check it out!. It brings me great shame to say that I bought this game.
But you're probably going to look at my games list anyway and see that I have it.
So I bought this game.
Worst mistake of my life.. 65 special costumes which add cute to the feel. Worth the buy. You got me
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up if you don't think i'm playing this during sex. Adds a nice selection of bling to your ship,
Considering the game as a whole is pretty much an MMO with no subscription, These types of purchases IMO are quite
justified, It's just aesthetic and it helps keep the lights on at Frontier HQ so we can keep playing.. Intel I7 8700K, 16GB RAM
2133mhz, 1TB SSD, RTX 2080

Game crashes to desktop while loading into the mission "The Bog" and I cannot progress through the story.

I am also having similar performance issues that others have mentioned.. If you love soccer do yourself a favor and pick this one
up. Fun, simple and a developer who is working with the community to add and improve to make it even more fun. 5 stars. :-). I
found this very helpful when upgrading my followers' gear.
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short, not very good at the 'horror' aspect or any real 'story' to speak off. The puzles are super easy.
The first one wasn't great but it was better than this garbage.
and the want £4+ for it?? (I got mine in a humble bundle) not worth the money.
music was alright.
. its good and short, and its free so no complaining here. Pneuma: Breath of Life is one of the cleverest games I’ve ever played.
It’s quite short and you’ll have some frustrations with the puzzle design, but you will enjoy the ride for as long as it lasts.

Read the full review on The Mental Attic http://thementalattic.com/2015/04/16/review-pneuma-breath-of-life/. This is a good,
simple and short game. Nice graphical style, nice sound design. I played it again recently and noticed that controller support is
much improved, so that the entire game is now playable with the controller.. The good old days and what a version this is! Best
version out there! This is an awesome game, I
do have this for the C64 and now can play it on my PC! ;-)

Super game, extremely addictive too!. Oh El Matador, ya coulda been a contenda. "El Matador" is the story of DEA Agent
Victor Corbett and his efforts to help overthrow a Colombian drug cartel. And you do this by killing wave after wave of armed
peons with the occassional boss trooper thrown in there. El Matador has some good things going for it. The gunplay is nice, the
levels are lively, varied and pretty well designed. The graphics are very functional and vibrant. The story is totally B-Movie but
the voice acting is well done. So where does "El Matador" go wrong? Well, you know that whole "shooting everything you see?".
Well that's literally ALL you do. You go from point A to point B while shooting every bad guy in sight and fight a bullet sponge
of a boss at the end of the level. The second issue and by far the biggerst issue is the difficulty. Even on easy you will die and
die a lot. You can take a couple shots okay but there are so many enemies coming from so many places that you will get mowed
down in no time and while there is health available, it is really not there often enough. While El Matador is a pretty one note
game, it does not wear it's welcome out over seven chapters which can be finished in about 4 hours (less if you don't die so
much). Overall I really can't recommend El Matador. There are some very good things going for it but they're outweighed by the
ridonkulous difficulty. 5.5\/10 from me.. I'm positively impressed. I didn't expect VR, and especially WMR, to be precise
enough to make golf enjoyable, but this game managed to pull it off. There's some legitimate skill involved in learning how fast
your swings should be and how to precisely hit the ball so it goes where you want it to. Sure, it's kinda arcadey with its approach,
but it's what works for VR, and it works great.

Update 0.6:

What's new:
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- The game is optimized for 30%

- Added new enemy dwarf

- Added a new enemy geek of the slurry

- Location expanded

- Now you can not see the end of the map

- Added continuation of the plot

- Added an ally, a person

- Locker is fixed, quick entry, quick exit

- Fixed damage on the first monster in the house, it was not possible to shoot the head before

- Reduced the health of the first monster

- It became darker in the basement

- AI on the street became more aggressive

- Added new AI animations to the robot, also its behavior became realistic

- Added new sounds

- The gate in the basement is easier to open

- Fixed a collision in some places

- The number of provisions scattered across the map has been optimized

- On the map appeared boxes that need to be hacked

- Fixed localization of languages

- Fixed bug with elevator

- Corrected the bug with inventory

- Added new special effects for AI

- Added scenery to the circle of the house

And many other positive changes!

Due to the technical situation, the backups have been removed, and in the subsequent updates your gameplay will not be
affected.
We apologize for any inconvenience.

Have a good game!
. Update 0.1:
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What's new:

- new special effects

- time dilation (decisive blow)

- Bug with elevator is removed;

- Added a new monster in the house;

- added new sounds;

- fixed some errors in the history;

- more cartridge;

- Correct, interaction;

- study of location;

- a new event in the house, and not only in it;

- development of AI;

- Added notification in the form of sounds about the minimum number of indicators;

- balanced indicators, health, food, water, etc .;

- fixes of shortcomings;

- corrected post processing;

- Correcting the animation of crows;
 
And much more.. Update 0.2:
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What's new:

- Fixed stuck on pressing ESC

- Added a new enemy

- Location expanded

- Added continuation of the plot

- Added Saving Game

- Fixed bug with cabinet

- Removed a bug with a monster in the basement

- Settings are saved

- Removed bug with ejection

- AI on the street became more aggressive

- Added new animation AI

- Added new sounds

- Added 2 new background tracks

And many other positive changes!. Update 0.8:
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What news:
- Added new models
- Added new animations
- Added setting the sensitivity of the mouse
- Added sound settings
- Added weapon shotgun for character
- Added sound for shotgun
- Added sound to the machine
- Added stunning the first mutant with an ax to the head
- Added weapon machine for character
- Added new item, shotgun cartridges
- Added a new item, cartridges for the machine
- Added 2 puzzles
- Added several saves
- Now robots can throw grenades
- At robots the recharge is added
- Increased the firing range of robots
- Increased the damage of robots from 6% to 8%
- Increased crocodile damage from 6% to 8%
- Increased mine damage from 15% to 40%
- Fixed bug with robots when they didn’t attack, problem fixed
- Fixed a bug with inventory
- Fixed dup patrons, master keys
- Optimization improved by 5%
- Fixed a bug with disabling the mouse during game loading
- Fixed a bug in the basement with breaking boards
- Removed shooting from the cabinet
- Added ax
- Changed the way the walls in the basement are destroyed
- Added track
- Added many new effects. Update 0.7:
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What's new:

- Removed the bug with a mansion, sometimes the robots approached the mansion and attacked through the wall.

- Damage of crocodiles changed from 10% to 6%

- Speed of crocodiles reduced from 600 to 550

- Reduced the zone of visibility and audibility of the crocodile

- Reduced visibility and audibility zone of robots

- Reduced damage to robots from 10% to 6%

- Removed a bug with inscriptions, while saving / loading near the exit from the mansion

- Changed the menu interface

- Changed interface of the gadget

- Changed interface inventory

- Added hint in the basement. 25 Cadre of Death Update 0.9:

What news:

- Fixed a bug with weapons
- Fixed puzzle with the puzzle
- Optimization + 5%
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- Demon health reduced from 400 to 200
- Fixed a bug in the basement
- Fixed incorrect display of shaders on some computers
- fixed sound
- Fixed collision in some places
- Removed the display of traces of bullets
- Many other bugs were fixed as well.. Update 0.8.5:
What news:
- Changed interface design
- Removed the display of hands in the car
- Fixed bug shooting robots at death
- Added more convenient tips
- Fixed a bug due to which sometimes it was impossible to shoot a weapon
- Fixed a bug that caused the gun to be displayed when it was raised.
- Fixed the first monster stuck in the elevator
- Now elevator cables can break
And many other useful changes.
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